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Abstract
Background: In spite of large intergenic spaces in plant and animal genomes, 7% to 30% of genes in the genomes encode
overlapping cis-natural antisense transcripts (cis-NATs). The widespread occurrence of cis-NATs suggests an
evolutionary advantage for this type of genomic arrangement. Experimental evidence for the regulation of two cis-NAT
gene pairs by natural antisense transcripts-generated small interfering RNAs (nat-siRNAs) via the RNA interference
(RNAi) pathway has been reported in Arabidopsis. However, the extent of siRNA-mediated regulation of cis-NAT genes
is still unclear in any genome.
Results: The hallmarks of RNAi regulation of NATs are 1) inverse regulation of two genes in a cis-NAT pair by
environmental and developmental cues and 2) generation of siRNAs by cis-NAT genes. We examined Arabidopsis
transcript profiling data from public microarray databases to identify cis-NAT pairs whose sense and antisense transcripts
show opposite expression changes. A subset of the cis-NAT genes displayed negatively correlated expression profiles as
well as inverse differential expression changes under at least one of the examined developmental stages or treatment
conditions. By searching the Arabidopsis Small RNA Project (ASRP) and Massively Parallel Signature Sequencing (MPSS)
small RNA databases as well as our stress-treated small RNA dataset, we found small RNAs that matched at least one
gene in 646 pairs out of 1008 (64%) protein-coding cis-NAT pairs, which suggests that siRNAs may regulate the
expression of many cis-NAT genes. 209 putative siRNAs have the potential to target more than one gene and half of
these small RNAs could target multiple members of a gene family. Furthermore, the majority of the putative siRNAs
within the overlapping regions tend to target only one transcript of a given NAT pair, which is consistent with our
previous finding on salt- and bacteria-induced nat-siRNAs. In addition, we found that genes encoding plastid- or
mitochondrion-targeted proteins are over-represented in the Arabidopsis cis-NATs and that 19% of sense and antisense
partner genes of cis-NATs share at least one common Gene Ontology term, which suggests that they encode proteins
with possible functional connection.
Conclusion: The negatively correlated expression patterns of sense and antisense genes as well as the presence of
siRNAs in many of the cis-NATs suggest that siRNA regulation of cis-NATs via the RNAi pathway is an important gene
regulatory mechanism for at least a subgroup of cis-NATs in Arabidopsis.
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Background
Natural antisense transcripts (NATs) are a class of endog-
enous coding or non-coding RNAs that have sequence
complementarity to other RNAs in the cell. Cis-NATs are
transcribed from the opposite strands of the same
genomic locus, in which case the sequence complementa-
rity between two transcripts is directly related to the over-
lap in locations of the corresponding genes on the sense
and antisense strands. In contrast, trans-NATs are tran-
scribed from different genomic loci. Cis-NATs usually
have a long perfect complementary overlap between the
sense and antisense transcripts, whereas the trans-NATs
often have short and imperfect complementarity. Recent
genome-wide analyses revealed a surprisingly widespread
existence of NATs in eukaryotic genomes [1-4], which sug-
gests that NATs may have evolved as a common regulatory
mechanism for gene expression. Approximately 22–26%
of human genes [5-7], 14.9–29% of mouse genes [5,8-
10], 15.4–16.8% of Drosophila genes [5,11], 8.9% of Ara-
bidopsis genes [12,13] and 7% of rice genes are overlap-
ping [1,14] and form cis-NATs. Recently, many new cis-
NATs were identified from the Massively Parallel Signa-
ture Sequencing (MPSS) datasets of human and mouse
NATs [15]. The authors suggested that alternative polya-
denylation and retroposition may account for the origin
of a significant number of functional sense-antisense pairs
in mammalian genomes. In spite of large intergenic
spaces, many genes are still overlapping, such a genomic
arrangement must be functionally beneficial. NATs are
involved in diverse physiological processes, including
pathophysiological processes in human diseases [16].
Despite the widespread of NATs in eukaryotic genomes,
the mechanisms of their regulation are still largely
unknown.
NATs have been implicated in various aspects of expres-
sion regulation of eukaryotic genes, including transcrip-
tional interference [17], RNA masking-induced alternative
splicing [18], X chromosome inactivation [19-21],
genomic imprinting [22-24], RNA editing [25,26] and
small RNA-induced gene silencing [16,27-29]. Recent
analysis showed that 47% of the human imprinted genes
in the IGC database are arranged as NATs [5].
In small RNA-induced gene silencing pathways, double-
stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) can be processed by RNase III
enzymes known as Dicers or Dicer-like proteins into small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) [30,31]. The siRNAs are then
incorporated into the argonaute-containing RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC), to guide the cleavage of com-
plementary mRNAs, or argonaute-containing RNA-
induced transcriptional silencing complex (RITS), to
guide chromatin modifications [30,31]. Co-expression of
overlapping sense/antisense transcripts could potentially
form dsRNAs, which may be recognized by Dicer or Dicer-
like proteins and processed into siRNAs. Recently, we
found two pairs of cis-NATs in Arabidopsis that generate
siRNAs from the sense strand (termed natural antisense
transcript-siRNAs [nat-siRNAs]), which then target the
antisense strand for cleavage [28]. In these two cases, the
sense transcript is induced by abiotic or biotic stress and
the resulting nat-siRNAs cause the silencing of the consti-
tutively expressed antisense transcript. These results sug-
gest that the inverse changes in gene expression within a
NAT pair (i.e. induction of one strand and silencing of the
other), may be a diagnostic feature of RNAi regulation of
NATs. A genome-wide analysis of human cis-NATs has
indicated that the genes within a NAT pair tend to be
inversely expressed and/or co-expressed more frequently
than expected by chance [32], although whether any NATs
are regulated by RNAi in humans is unclear.
The proportion of inversely expressed cis-NATs in the Ara-
bidopsis genome is unknown, and the extent of small
RNA-mediated gene regulation within the NAT genes is
completely unknown in any organism. Recent studies
employing high throughput sequencing of small RNAs
have identified endogenous small RNAs matching many
protein coding genes in Arabidopsis [33-35]. We were
interested in determining whether cis-NAT genes are
equally prone to small RNA regulation, or are deficient or
enriched for small RNA matches. The identification of
NATs with inverse expression patterns and small RNAs
that match the NATs would provide an indication of RNAi
regulation of the NATs.
To determine the extent of regulation of cis-NATs by
RNAi, we conducted a genome-wide analysis of Arabidop-
sis cis-NAT gene expression and identified a large number
of siRNAs that match these cis-NATs. We found a sub-
group of cis-NATs with negative co-regulation between
their sense and antisense partners that are enriched for
small RNA matches. In general, cis-NAT protein-coding
genes have a slightly higher frequency of small RNA
matches than non-NAT protein-coding genes. We con-
clude that many cis-NAT genes may be regulated by siR-
NAs in response to various environmental or
developmental cues.
Results
Identification of Arabidopsis cis-NATs with inverse 
expression changes in response to various environmental 
and developmental conditions
Co-expression of sense and antisense transcripts within a
NAT pair could potentially form dsRNAs, which could be
processed into small RNAs and cause silencing of the anti-
sense transcript. We hypothesized that the expression of
many NAT genes may be induced under specific environ-
mental or developmental conditions to avoid the cost of
constant silencing caused by sense-antisense transcriptBMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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pairing. To test this hypothesis, we identified all the cis-
NATs in the Arabidopsis genome and conducted compu-
tational analysis of large-scale microarray expression data
from public databases. We searched The Arabidopsis
Information Resource (TAIR, 6.0 annotation) and identi-
fied 2095 NAT pairs with a minimum overlap of 20 base
pairs (bp), including both cis- and trans-NATs. When loci
of several splice variants overlapped, gene models with
the longest overlapping region were chosen. Of the 2095
pairs, 1057 pairs are cis-NATs, that is, the two genes
within the NAT pair are located on the opposite strands of
the same genomic locus. These cis-NATs include 1008
pairs with overlap between protein-coding genes, 32 with
overlap between protein-coding and t/sn/snoRNA genes,
2 involving trans-acting siRNA (ta-siRNA) primary tran-
scripts and 15 pairs involving transposon genes (Table 1
and Additional file 1). Most of the cis-NATs (941 pairs)
are arranged in convergent orientation, with the 3' ends
overlapping. The overlap between sense and antisense
transcripts in 204 pairs involves introns. Interestingly, we
found 12 genes overlapping with two distinct genes on
the opposite strands (Figure 1). In this study, we mainly
focused on the protein-coding cis-NATs.
To determine the extent of small RNA-mediated gene
silencing in regulation of cis-NAT genes, we performed
correlation and differential expression analyses of 1310
Affymetrix ATH1 genome arrays derived from 41 different
experiment series from the AtGenExpress [36] and GEO
sites [37] (Additional file 2). We performed statistical
analysis of differentially expressed genes only on the
experiment sets with two or more replicates. The selected
replicated experiment sets included mutant and tissue
comparisons, as well as sample sets that were treated with
different abiotic stresses, biotic stresses, chemicals and
hormones (Additional file 2). All NAT pairs represented
on the ATH1 chip by ambiguous probe sets (e.g. probe
sets targeting several genes) were excluded from the sub-
sequent steps of the analysis. The remaining 666 NAT
pairs with unambiguous probe sets were used for correla-
tion and differentially expressed gene (DEG) analyses. To
identify global negative co-regulation effects between
NAT pair members, we calculated the Pearson and Spear-
man correlation coefficients for the expression profiles of
sense and antisense partners of each gene pair. We used
the averaged intensity values between replicates of the
total dataset (Additional file 3) for this analysis. The
obtained correlation coefficients provide a measure of the
similarity of expression profiles. Correlation values close
to +1 indicate positive correlation, values close to 0 imply
no correlation and values close to -1 indicate negative cor-
relation. We identified 148 NAT pairs with a Pearson cor-
relation coefficient ≤ -0.2 and 201 pairs with a Spearman
correlation coefficient ≤ -0.2; with a correlation cutoff of ≤
-0.4, we identified 71 and 100 pairs, respectively. Interest-
ingly, about 85% of the identified negatively co-regulated
gene pairs were also identified by the differential expres-
sion analysis (low stringency type) described later. When
the averaged gene expression levels across all experiments
are divided into the three expression classes high, medium
and low, 52% of the negatively correlated genes from the
Pearson method are expressed at high, 35% at intermedi-
ate and 13% at low levels (see Supplement Additional file
3). For the 201 pairs from the Spearman method it is 47%,
38% and 15%, respectively. These results indicate that the
many negatively correlated NAT pair members are
expressed at intermediate or high levels.
Figure 2 shows that the distribution of the correlation
coefficients of the cis-NAT dataset is slightly shifted
toward lower coefficients as compared with the corre-
sponding data set for all non-overlapping gene pairs in the
Arabidopsis genome. The very low p-value of a two-sam-
ple t-test (Table 2) indicates that this difference is statisti-
Table 1: List of Arabidopsis NATs. (Based on TAIR 6.0 dataset "AGI Genes", which contains gene sequences inclusive of introns and 
UTRs.)
Arabidopsis NATs gene arrangement Convergent Divergent Enclosing Total (pairs) Overlap length (mean ± stdev)
All NATs (pairs) 1823 108 164 2095 402 ± 524
cis-NATs (pairs) 941 41 75 1057 472 ± 401
PC/PC 926 35 47 1008 485 ± 387
PC/tRNA 3 0 22 25 69 ± 11
PC/ta-siRNA 1 0 1 2 143 ± 158
PC/snRNA 3 2 1 6 241 ± 248
PC/snoRNA 0 0 1 1 121 ± 0
PC/transp 7 2 2 11 584 ± 1178
transp/tRNA 0 0 1 1 71 ± 0
transp/transp 1 2 0 3 81 ± 31
PC: protein coding geneBMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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cally significant, whereas the difference for randomized
gene pairs (500 iterations) is less pronounced. We also
observed slight positive correlations between neighboring
genes, which may be explained by common chromatin
configurations, transcriptional hot spots or other factors.
We also attempted to identify specific inverse expression
changes between NAT sense and antisense transcripts by
DEG analysis using as cutoff an adjusted p-value of the
Limma package of ≤ 0.01 and a fold change of at least 2
[38]. This stringent strategy identified 155 pairs with at
Table 2: Correlation Analysis of NAT Pairs
mean p-value (NATs vs.)
Random NATs Neighbor Neighbor Random
Pearson 0.022 ± 0.011 -0.006 ± 0.304 0.082 ± 0.298 7.55E-13 0.163
Spearman 0.022 ± 0.013 0.001 ± 0.352 0.082 ± 0.332 1.20E-08 0.351
The mean Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients with their standard deviations for randomized (Random, mean of 500 iterations), NAT and 
all non-overlapping gene pairs (Neighbor). A two-sample t-test was used to calculate p-values for differences in distribution of coefficients between 
the cis-NAT dataset and the other two datasets.
Twelve genes that overlap with two antisense transcripts Figure 1
Twelve genes that overlap with two antisense transcripts. The point ends represent the 3' end of the gene.BMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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least one inverse expression change at specific compari-
sons (e.g. stress level and duration; Additional file 3). Of
these 155 pairs, 54 had a negative (≤ -0.2) and 25 a posi-
tive (≥ 0.2) Pearson correlation coefficient. Because the
silencing of an antisense target may occur at later time
points or stages, we also identified slow expression
responses with inverse fold changes between sense and
antisense transcripts anywhere (i.e. not necessarily com-
paring the same stress level or duration) within a given
experiment set using the same cutoff parameters (low
stringency type). This less stringent approach identified
593 pairs with at least one inverse expression change any-
where within an experiment set (Additional file 3). Of
these 593 pairs, 139 had a negative (≤ -0.2) and 123 a pos-
itive (≥ 0.2) Pearson correlation coefficient. Thus, many
NAT pairs display inverse expression changes in response
to specific environmental or developmental cues. How-
ever, as shown in Table 3, the number of observed NAT
gene pairs with opposing expression changes is not signif-
icantly greater than that obtained from randomized data-
sets consisting of artificially joined gene pairs. The result
indicates that the DEG analysis as applied here cannot be
used to reliably identify inversely regulated cis-NATs. Nev-
ertheless, the NAT pairs identified by the DEG analysis as
having inverse expression profiles may still be useful for
experimental validation as putatively inversely regulated
NATs.
In summary, the data from both correlation analysis and
differential expression study show small differences in
opposite expression patterns between cis-NAT, rand-
omized and non-overlapping gene pair samples. Consist-
ent with results of a recent study of expression patterns of
NATs [39], these results indicate that negative regulation
mechanisms may not be shared by most cis-NAT pairs but
are restricted to a subgroup of this gene class that exhibits
opposite expression profiles. Alternatively, many cis-NATs
might display subtle negative co-regulations only under
specific developmental stages or environmental condi-
tions. In the latter case, the associated responses can only
be detected by detailed differential gene expression analy-
ses and not by global correlation analyses between pair
members. In addition, there may be NAT pairs in which
both of the two overlapping genes show an overall posi-
tive correlation, but one of the gene members may be
strongly induced only under specific conditions. The spe-
cific induction of the one member could reach a threshold
and result in the down-regulation of its antisense partner
by the formation of nat-siRNAs. Finally, we would like to
point out that small RNA-mediated gene regulation of
NATs occurs only when both transcripts are expressed
within the same cell.
Many NATs can generate siRNAs
Our recent studies suggest that the expression of NATs
may be regulated by endogenous siRNAs [28,29]. We
searched several publicly available datasets – the Arabidop-
sis  Small RNA Project (ASRP) [40] (including recently
published datasets [34,41]), MPSS [33,42] and a dataset
recently published by Bartel and coworkers (abbreviated
as DB) [35] – for small RNAs with 100% sequence match
to Arabidopsis cis-NATs. NATs that match transposon, ret-
rotransposon, rRNA, tRNA, snRNA or snoRNA genes were
removed prior to this analysis. We identified 3405 unique
small RNAs, including 879 and 2115 small RNA
sequences from the ASRP and DB datasets, respectively,
and 497 unique signatures from the MPSS dataset (Table
4 and Additional file 4), which match a total of 890 NAT
genes (Table 5 and Additional file 5). Among them, 828
small RNAs match 165 NAT overlapping regions (Table 4
and Additional file 4).
Table 3: NAT Pairs with Opposite Differential Expression 
Changes
Observed Randomized
Nm e a n p - v a l u e
Comp 155 159.0 ± 9.0 0.703
Exp Set 593 585.3 ± 5.7 0.097
The number (N) of cis-NAT pairs with opposite differential 
expression changes are given for the stringent (Comp) and the less 
stringent (Exp Set) approach. The same counts were calculated for 
randomized gene pairs (1000 iterations). Their mean values and 
standard deviations (± SD) are provided. The p-values represent the 
number of times the randomized data generated a value ≥ the 
observed value (N) divided by 1000.
Pearson correlation coefficients for the cis-NAT pairs and  non-overlapping gene pairs plotted to form a density plot Figure 2
Pearson correlation coefficients for the cis-NAT pairs and 
non-overlapping gene pairs plotted to form a density plot. 
The corresponding means, standard deviations and p-values 
are in Table 2.BMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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Although current ASRP, MPSS and DB small RNA datasets
were generated from different developmental stages/tis-
sues (including seedlings, leaves and inflorescence) or
from different small RNA biogenesis mutants, very little
stress-treated material was included [33-35,40,41,43].
Because many NATs appear to be under the regulation of
various abiotic and biotic conditions (Additional file 3),
we expected to identify more NAT associated siRNAs from
plants treated with various stress conditions. We per-
formed a pilot small RNA profiling experiment on stress-
treated plants using 454 sequencing [44,45]. The stress
conditions included both abiotic (cold, drought, salt, cop-
per, UV and ABA treatments) and biotic stresses (infection
by bacteria Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato (P.s.t.)
strain DC3000 and DC3000 carrying an avirulence gene
avrRpt2, or fungi Alternaria brassicicola and Botrytis cine-
rea). Of 29,556 unique small RNAs with a BLAST hit
against the Arabidopsis genome (Table 6), we identified
87 new small RNAs that match the NATs but are not
present in the ASRP, MPSS or DB datasets. The new small
RNAs from the stress libraries match 86 NAT genes, with
16 located in 15 distinct overlapping regions (Table 4,
Additional file 4 and Additional file 5). These stress
library-specific small RNAs match 24 new NAT genes
(Additional file 5). These results, together with the little
overlap among these datasets, suggest that the small RNA
population identified from these datasets is far from satu-
ration.
In total, we identified 3492 distinct small RNAs from
ASRP, MPSS, DB and the stress-treated dataset, which
together match 914 of 2004 protein-coding cis-NAT genes
(45.6%). This value is slightly higher than the proportion
of non-NAT protein-coding genes with small RNA
matches (42.6%). The difference in hit frequency is signif-
icant (p-value = 0.00436 estimated by bootstrap sampling
as described in Materials and Methods).
The 914 cis-NAT genes with small RNA hits comprise 646
cis-NAT pairs (64.1% of the total protein-coding cis-NAT
pairs) in Arabidopsis (Tables 5 and Additional file 4). This
number is comparable with the probability that for two
randomly paired non-NAT protein-coding genes, at least
one will have a matching small RNA (63.5%).
The analysis of the subset of NATs with negatively corre-
lated expression patterns (Pearson correlation coefficient
<-0.4) showed increased frequency of small RNA hits
(Table 7). Compared to NAT pairs with Pearson correla-
tion score ≥ -0.4, the former has a higher frequency of
small RNA hits both for the overlapping region (21.1% vs.
12.4%, p-value = 0.03499) and for full-length NATs
(71.3% vs. 62.2%, p-value = 0.04992). Compared to the
small RNA hit frequency for random pairs formed from
non-NAT protein-coding genes, the full-length NAT hit
frequency of the subgroup is higher (71.3% vs. 63.5%)
but not statistically significant (p-value = 0.06612).
Some putative nat-siRNAs may regulate more than one 
antisense gene
In some cases, the siRNAs generated from cis-NATs match
not only the genes in cis but also other mRNAs transcribed
from non-overlapping loci in trans. Figure 3 shows an
example of a small RNA with complementarity to three
different transcripts, which thus may potentially target all
of them. These three transcripts are highly similar to each
other and all encode UDP-glycosyl transferases. An siRNA
signature identified from the MPSS small RNA database
matched the overlapping region of a CBS domain-con-
taining protein gene (At4g34120) and one of the UDP-
Table 5: Number of genes with small RNA hits in datasets.
Genes with small RNA hits Stress ASRP MPSS DB Total (Unique)
AGI genes 2,596 9,320 8,195 11,516 15,291
PC genes 1,320 6,351 5,083 8,455 12,072
NAT genes 86 382 245 608 914
NAT full-length genes 69 298 193 448 646
NAT overlapping regions 15 65 37 127 180
AGI genes: from TAIR 6.0. PC genes: Protein-coding genes.
Table 4: Total endogenous small RNAs from ASRP, MPSS, DB and our stress library dataset that match cis-NAT genes in 
Arabidopsis.
Number of siRNAs that match Stress ASRP MPSS DB Unique total
AGI genes 8,862 65,439 31,095 118,825 213,117
PC genes 1,891 37,010 16,657 64,099 115,709
NAT full-length genes 87 879 497 2115 3492
NAT overlapping regions 16 167 76 598 844BMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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glucosyl transferase genes (At4g34131) and has the
potential to silence all three of the UDP-glycosyl trans-
ferase genes, since all three of the transcripts have a 100%
complementary match to the siRNA.
Interestingly, two ta-siRNA primary transcripts also over-
lap with other genes. TAS1C overlaps with a radical SAM
domain-containing protein gene and generates many siR-
NAs (from MPSS, ASRP, DB and our stress-treated dataset)
from both the sense and antisense strands of the locus,
with some hitting the overlapping region. TAS2 also over-
laps with a gene with protein-coding potential. Many siR-
NAs (from MPSS, ASRP, DB and the stress-treated
dataset), including several ta-siRNAs that regulate pentatr-
icopeptide-repeats protein genes in trans, are generated
from both the sense and antisense strands of this locus.
Among the putative nat-siRNAs identified, 209 have com-
plementarity with and may target more than one gene. We
identified 103 putative nat-siRNAs that hit two or more
genes within a gene family (Additional file 6). Consistent
with our results, a recent study of Arabidopsis trans-NATs
identified more than 400 NAT genes with both cis and
trans partners [46]. Therefore, cis-NAT-generated siRNAs
may play a broader role in gene regulation beyond that of
the overlapping genes. They may regulate other gene fam-
ily members or a group of genes with conserved small
RNA target sites in trans and thus may be involved in com-
plex gene regulatory networks.
Functional annotation of Arabidopsis cis-NATs
We used enrichment analysis of Gene Ontology (GO)
terms to functionally analyze the identified cis-NATs [47].
The entire cis-NAT set and the 593 pairs with inverse
expression changes underwent statistical testing based on
the hypergeometric distribution. We aimed to identify
overrepresented terms by assigning a p-value to every
node in the GO network [47]. In both sample sets the
most highly enriched GO terms, among a total of 46 GO
slim categories, were "catalytic activity" in the molecular
function ontology with 641 and 310 sample matches at a
node with 7591 associated genes (p-values ≤ 6.27e-06),
and for the cellular component ontology it was "plastid"
(420 and 210 sample matches at a node with 3852 genes,
p-values ≤ 9.86E-15) and "mitochondria" (285 and 127
sample matches at a node with 3232 genes, p-value =
0.002). Figure 4 shows the relative distribution of cellular-
component GO categories among cis-NAT genes, non-
NAT genes and all genes in the Arabidopsis genome. Inter-
estingly, 420 NAT genes (20%, p-value = 2.96e-16) are
associated with plastids and 285 with mitochondria
(13%, p-value = 0.0026). These results indicate that 33%
of the NAT genes are involved in processes associated with
organelles having presumed prokaryotic origins. Compu-
tational predictions of subcellular targeting by the TargetP
program [48] generated similar results (data not shown).
To identify gene pairs in which the sense and antisense
partners have related functions and locations, we searched
all nodes in the three ontologies for common terms
between the two members of each NAT pair. When con-
sidering only relatively specific GO terms with 3 or more
ancestor nodes from the root of each ontology, we found
206 NAT pairs sharing at least one common GO term.
Randomly selected pairs show a significantly lower
Table 7: Enrichment analysis of small RNAs in the negatively co-
regulated NAT pairs
NAT pairs OL Hits FL Hits
Pearson correlation < -0.4 71 15 (21.1%) 51 (71.3%)
Pearson correlation ≥ -0.4 595 74 (12.4%) 370 (62.2%)
Total 666 89 (13.3%) 421 (63.2%)
The p-value for the enrichment in the number of overlap regions (OL 
Hits) was 0.03499, and for the enrichment in the number of hits in the 
full-length NAT region (FL Hits) was 0.04992.
Table 6: Summary of the numbers of reads from stress-treated small RNA libraries obtained by 454 sequencing
Small RNA libraries Abio 1 Abio 2 Abio 3 Abio 4 Bio 1 Bio 2
Small RNA reads (>= 18) 21203 26246 17824 12465 33289 37599
Unique reads (duplicates removed) 13542 15221 11262 8325 15774 26806
Match genomic DNAs 5431 5882 4514 4198 6236 9613
Match genes + introns + UTR 2917 3183 2444 2102 3933 5914
Match genes - introns + UTR 2814 3063 2357 2038 3873 5667
M a t c h i n g  N A T  g e n e s 3 02 21 91 9 1 7 2 4
Abiotic stress-treated libraries
Abio1: Cold treatment, 4°C
Abio2: Draught-treatment and ABA treatment
Abio3: Salt treatment and copper treatment
Abio4: UV treatment and heat treatment
Bio1: Pseudomonas syringae DC3000, and DC3000 (avrRpt2) infection
Bio2: A.b., and B. c. infectionBMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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number of common GO terms (p-value < 0.01). The
detailed GO analysis of gene pairs is available in Addi-
tional file 7.
Discussion
Eukaryotic genomes feature large intergenic spaces, but
contain a significant number of overlapping genes that
encode cis-NATs. The specific overlapping arrangement is
presumed to have physiological benefits. However, the
general mechanisms of cis-NAT regulation are still
unknown. Our recent studies provided two examples of
nat-siRNAs with an important role in regulating cis-NAT
expression in response to abiotic and biotic stress [28,29].
Here, we performed a genome-wide analysis of Arabidop-
sis cis-NATs and discovered a group of NAT pairs with an
inverse expression pattern between the sense and anti-
sense transcripts in response to various stress treatments
and/or at different developmental stages. This negative-
expression correlation within a NAT pair, together with
the finding that more than 200 NAT pairs share a com-
mon GO term, suggests that the overlapping arrangement
is important for expression regulation of at least a sub-
group of NAT genes in certain cellular processes or in
response to stresses. We hypothesized that the induced
expression of one transcript may pair with the existing
antisense transcript within the same cell to form dsRNA,
which can be processed into nat-siRNA(s). These nat-siR-
NAs can cause silencing of the antisense transcript.
Although the negative-expression correlation within a
NAT pair could also be caused by transcriptional interfer-
ence, the identification of about 3500 putative nat-siRNAs
from our stress-treated small RNA dataset and current
MPSS, ASRP and DB small RNA databases, together with
the observation that small RNAs are enriched in the over-
lapping regions of negatively correlated NAT pairs com-
pared with non-negatively correlated pairs, strongly
suggests that siRNA-mediated gene silencing may be one
of the major molecular mechanisms of gene expression
regulation of at least a subgroup of cis-NATs. Current
small RNA cloning strategies may have not been able to
identify nat-siRNAs present at very low levels or induced
only transiently, by treatments of short durations or by a
narrow window of treatment levels. This suggestion is also
supported by little overlap of identified nat-siRNA candi-
dates from different datasets. We expect to identify more
nat-siRNAs by deeper coverage sequencing of small RNAs
from plants treated with more stress conditions and more
defined time intervals.
dsRNAs are formed during plant virus replication and
transgene expression by viral RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RDRs) or plant endogenous RDRs [30,49].
These dsRNAs are processed by Dicer-like proteins and
generate siRNAs from both strands and cover the whole
double-stranded region to induce silencing. Although the
pairing of sense and antisense NAT transcripts also forms
dsRNAs and triggers siRNA formation, our published
work on three pairs of NATs suggests that nat-siRNAs are
often generated from one specific strand and/or from one
specific site to induce silencing of only one strand of the
NAT pair [28,29,50]. To determine whether this is a gen-
eral observation, we examined all the overlapping regions
that have putative nat-siRNA hits, and revealed that 83%
of these regions are targeted by strand-specific small
RNAs. About 17% of these regions have small RNA hits on
both strands, which can potentially silencing both the
sense and antisense transcripts simultaneously. These
results indicate that majority of the nat-siRNAs regulate
only one transcript within a NAT pair and suggest that the
formation of nat-siRNAs may require additional sequence
and/or structural features of the overlapping transcripts or
additional factors. This suggestion is supported by our
recent study of a bacteria inducible nat-siRNA, nat-
siRNAATGB2, whose induction by the bacterial pathogen
An example of one putative nat-siRNA (black arrow, sequence is indicated in the box) that can potentially silence all three  UDP-glycosyl transferase genes: At4g34131, At4g34135 and At4g34138 Figure 3
An example of one putative nat-siRNA (black arrow, sequence is indicated in the box) that can potentially silence all three 
UDP-glycosyl transferase genes: At4g34131, At4g34135 and At4g34138. Blue arrows indicate two more target sites.BMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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P.s.t. carrying the avirulence gene avrRpt2  required not
only the induction of the sense gene ATGB2 but also the
presence of cognate resistance gene RPS2 and its resistance
signaling component NDR1 [28]. The biogenesis of this
nat-siRNA is also under the control of Dicer-like 1, RDR6,
RNA polymerase IVa, HYL1 and HEN1 [28]. This finding
indicates that multiple layers of control exist in nat-siRNA
biogenesis and that the induction of the sense transcript
of a NAT pair is necessary but may not be sufficient to
induce some of the nat-siRNAs.
Our recent studies of stress-induced nat-siRNAs demon-
strated that the biogenesis of these nat-siRNAs also
depends on RDR6 and PolIVa subunit NRPD1a, the com-
ponents required for RNA replication [28,29]. Thus,
dsRNA formed by sense-antisense pairing might involve a
secondary RNA replication loop to form nat-siRNAs. This
RNA amplification step may extend beyond the overlap-
ping region to form siRNAs outside the overlapping
region. We hypothesize that these nat-siRNAs may ensure
that the antisense gene is silenced.
Cellular component GO analysis Figure 4
Cellular component GO analysis. The bar plot shows the relative distribution of cellular component GO slim categories 
among cis-NAT genes, non-NAT genes and all genes in the Arabidopsis genome. The p-values from the hypergeometric distri-
bution test for the NAT genes are in parentheses after the corresponding GO identifiers.BMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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Furthermore, "tiling" microarray studies to assay tran-
script levels throughout the genomes have revealed that
more than 30% of the Arabidopsis genome and about
60–80% of mammalian genomes can produce transcripts
from both strands [10,51]. About 7600 genes in Arabi-
dopsis showed significant antisense RNA expression [46].
Interestingly, a recent study of rice involving robust-long
serial analysis of gene expression revealed that many anti-
sense transcripts were induced after the infection of a fun-
gal pathogen Magnaporthe grisea, which induces rice blast
disease [52]. Therefore, antisense transcription is not only
limited to the NATs but also applies to many non-NAT
genes. Antisense transcription potentially forms dsRNAs,
which can be recognized by RNAi machinery and generate
small RNAs to guide gene expression regulation. That
antisense transcription can be induced by pathogen infec-
tion is of particular interest. We have discovered that
many small RNAs are also induced by pathogen infection
([28] and unpublished data). We are currently exploring
whether some of these pathogen-induced small RNAs
may be generated by the induction of antisense transcrip-
tion outside the NAT regions.
Conclusion
We have performed a comprehensive gene expression
analysis of Arabidopsis cis-NATs and discovered that a sig-
nificant fraction of the sense and antisense partners of cis-
NATs are anti-correlated, with inverse changes in expres-
sion in response to environmental or developmental cues.
We identified nearly 3500 unique siRNAs that match cis-
NAT genes. The siRNAs are enriched in the overlapping
regions of negatively correlated NAT pairs, which supports
our hypothesis that siRNA-mediated gene silencing may




Statistical analysis of microarray data involved the R envi-
ronment for statistical computing [53], R packages from
BioConductor [53,54] and custom R scripts.
Data sources
Raw expression data of 1310 Affymetrix ATH1 genome
arrays were downloaded in Cel format from the public
microarray repositories AtGenExpress [36] and Gene
Expression Omnibus [37]. The chosen data sets are
derived from 41 different experiment series covering a
wide variety of treatment categories. In addition, the
selected experiments contained at least two replicates, a
requirement for statistical determination of differential
gene expression. A detailed list of the downloaded data
sets is in Additional file 1.
Sample Comparisons
To identify differentially expressed genes, we used a con-
servative approach to minimize the number of experi-
mental factors within each experiment series. For
instance, if an experiment series contained a specific treat-
ment factor (e.g. cold) that was applied to different tissues
at different time points, we performed only comparisons
(contrasts) that tested the influence of the main treatment
(e.g. cold) on global gene expression by comparing the
same tissues at identical time points. Multi-factorial anal-
yses were avoided as much as possible for the given exper-
imental designs. To minimize the risk of including
unknown variables into the analysis (e.g. inconsistent
growth conditions between laboratories), comparisons
between different experiment series were not considered.
To automate the downstream analysis, information about
replicated arrays and the chosen comparisons was organ-
ized in an experiment definition table (Additional file 1)
that provided the required input parameters for the down-
stream analysis scripts.
Raw data analysis
Normalized and background-corrected expression values
were extracted from probe-level Cel files by use of the
Affymetrix's MAS 5.0 algorithm in the affy package from
BioConductor [55].
Differential expression analysis
Differentially expressed genes were identified by use of a
combination of fold-change analysis and Linear Models
for Microarray Data (Limma) as a statistical test [38].
Genes were counted as differentially expressed if their
expression values fulfilled the following criteria: (1) at
least a 2-fold change and (2) an fdr-adjusted p-value <
0.01 in the Limma analysis. On the basis of complexity
considerations, the experimental sets ME00319 and
ME00331 (see additional file 1) were used only in the cor-
relation analysis, not in the differential expression analy-
sis.
Inverse expression changes of overlapping gene pairs were
counted if one member in a pair was up-regulated and the
other down-regulated according to the specified analysis
criteria. In a more stringent analysis, these opposing
expression changes had to occur in the same comparison,
whereas a more loose analysis allowed them to be any-
where within a treatment series.
Correlation analysis
Negatively co-regulated gene pair members were also
identified by comparing their expression profiles across
all treatments. For this purpose the Pearson and Spear-
man correlation coefficients were calculated between
members of each gene pair using a total of 560 centralized
expression values derived from the averaged intensity val-BMC Molecular Biology 2008, 9:6 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2199/9/6
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ues between replicates of the total dataset. The usage of
two different types of correlation methods allowed us to
identify false-positive correlations due to extreme expres-
sion changes (outliers) in certain samples.
Functional gene analysis
Gene Ontology analysis was performed with the GOstats
package from BioConductor [47] and custom R scripts.
The required probe sets to gene mappings were retrieved
from the TAIR site, and the Arabidopsis GO annotations
were downloaded from the Gene Ontology database
[56,57].
Sequence datasets
Arabidopsis gene sequences and annotations were down-
loaded from TAIR 6.0 release, September 2006 [58]. We
based the analysis on the datasets for AGI Genes (gene
sequences including introns and UTRs) and AGI Tran-
scripts (containing exons and UTRs). Because this study
focused on identifying siRNA candidates, we concentrated
solely on the 28,194 protein-coding genes, obtained after
removing 827 r,t,mi,sn,sno,snmRNA genes and 2,346
transposons and retrotransposons. Of these protein-cod-
ing genes, 2004 form 1008 NATs (12 have two overlap-
ping regions, see Figure 1). In addition to this dataset, for
small RNA discovery, we used coding regions with UTRs
and whole-chromosome genomic sequences.
Small RNA libraries constructed from Arabidopsis plants
treated with abiotic stress (cold, drought, salt, copper, UV
and ABA treatments) and biotic stress (P.s.t. DC3000 and
DC3000 (avrRpt2), fungi A. brassicicola and  B. cinerea
infection) (Jin, et al., unpublished) were sequenced by
454 Life Sciences (Bradford, CT, USA) with pyrosequenc-
ing [44]. Adaptor sequences enclosing the inserts were
trimmed, and the inserts were normalized to the sense
direction. We discarded all inserts shorter than 18 bp. The
remaining sequences were scanned for duplicates, and a
non-redundant set was created.
Small RNA Arabidopsis MPSS [33] 17-bp signatures were
downloaded from the University of Delaware http://
mpss.udel.edu/at. The Arabidopsis ASRP dataset [40] was
downloaded from the Center for Genome Research and
Biocomputing at Oregon State University http://
asrp.cgrb.oregonstate.edu. Sequences from the study by
Rajagopalan et al. [35] were downloaded from NCBI [37],
as Platform GPL3968; samples GSM118372,
GSM118373, GSM118374 and GSM118375; and series
GSE5228.
Sequence discovery
Small RNA from the stress libraries, ASRP, MPSS and
Rajagopalan  et al. were aligned by use of BLAST [59]
against the AGI Genes and AGI Transcripts datasets.
BLAST queries were optimized for finding short, near-
identical matches (seed word size 7, expected value
1,000). Small RNA from all four sets that matched coding
regions, introns or UTRs of known t/r/mi/si/sno/sn/
snmRNA, transposons or retrotransposons, as annotated
in TAIR, were removed from the list of matches to provide
a candidate dataset of small RNAs that would match pro-
tein-coding genes.
Statistical significance of blast hit enrichment
We denote two sets of nucleotide sequences as P and Q,
where the fraction of sequences from P with small RNA
BLAST matches is higher than the corresponding fraction
of sequences from Q: |Phits|/|P| > |Qhits|/|Q|. We use
bootstrapping [60] to estimate the statistical significance
of the hypothesis that small RNAs more frequently match
P  than  Q. The null hypothesis is that a small RNA is
equally likely to have a BLAST hit against P as against Q,
and the test statistic used to estimate the p-value is that the
relative frequency of a small RNA matching P was higher
than that of a small RNA matching Q. Reported p-values
are the number of occurrences of the event
 occurring by chance out of
100,000 bootstrap iterations, where in each iteration
pseudo-replicate datasets of sequences,   and  , were
created by sampling from P and Q with replacement.
Genome cluster
The latest 70% BLASTCUST set from the Genome Cluster
Database was used for sequence family analyses. In this
data set the protein sequences were clustered with the
BLASTCLUST program from NCBI using 50% overlap and
70% identity as cutoff values for family assembly [61].
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